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21/22APPLICATION FOR A MINOR USE OR EMERGENCY PERMIT, OR EXTENSION OF A PERMIT

1. Applicant Contact Details


Full Name of applicant (can be a company):

Name of contact person:

Position/title:

ACN / Overseas equivalent number:

Street address:

Postal address:

Email:
Telephone:
Facsimile:

2. Nominated or Authorised Agent Details
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   Nominated Agent file_6.png
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   Authorised Agent file_8.png
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   No Agent

Full Name of agent (can be a company):

Name of contact person in the company:

Position/title:

Postal address:

Email:
Telephone:
Facsimile:

3. Correspondence

Correspondence about this application is to be addressed to: file_10.png
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   Applicant
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   Nominated Agent
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   Authorised Agent
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   The APVMA is authorised to communicate with the person chosen above electronically using the email address      provided.

4. Declaration


I, ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
declare that in accordance with paragraph 112(4)(b) of the Agvet Code, neither thefile_18.png
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:
the applicant for the permit (the Applicant); or
any person who makes, or participates in making, decisions that affect the whole, or a                            substantial part, of the Applicant’s affairs; or  
if the Applicant is a body corporate, a person who is a major interest holder of the body corporate 

has, within the 10 years immediately before this application:

been convicted of an offence against an agvet law; or 
	been convicted of an offence against a law of this or another jurisdiction relating to chemical products; or
been convicted of an offence against a law of the Commonwealth or a law of a State or Territory involving fraud or dishonesty; or 
been proven guilty of an offence include above where the court has not recorded a conviction; or
been ordered to pay a pecuniary penalty for the contravention of an agvet penalty provision; or 
been ordered to pay a pecuniary penalty for the contravention of another law of this or another jurisdiction relating to chemical products; or 
been ordered to pay a pecuniary penalty for the contravention of a civil penalty provision of a law of the Commonwealth or a law of a State or Territory involving fraud or dishonesty; or
	held a permit that was cancelled under subsections 119(2) or section 119B of the Agvet Code or under a corresponding provision of the Agvet Code of another jurisdiction; or
	been a manager, or major interest holder, of a body corporate in respect of which any of the matters, noted above, applied in that 10 year period, if the conduct resulting in that matter occurred when the person was a manager or major interest holder of the body corporate.
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    cannot make the above declaration in accordance with paragraph 112(4)(b) of the Agvet Code because:
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   request that the APVMA consider the following special circumstances in this case:      
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I am required to appoint a Nominated Agent and have attached an application to appoint a Nominated Agent.
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   I declare that the information provided with this application is complete and correct.


Signature: ........................................                   Date:         ....   /   ....   /   ....

Giving false or misleading information is a serious offence and may lead to prosecution for an offence against the Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals Code.








5. Purpose of the application

	This application is for: 
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  a new emergency permit
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  a new minor use permit
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  an extension of the duration of a minor use or emergency permit which requires technical assessment [please provide the current or previous permit number and expiry date below]

Permit number

Expiry date


	This application involves:
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  a registered agricultural chemical product 
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  a registered veterinary chemical product 
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   an unregistered agricultural chemical product 
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   an unregistered veterinary chemical product

NOTE:
For applications involving agricultural chemical products, please complete sections 6, 7, 8(a), 9-11 and 21-32
For applications involving veterinary chemical products, please complete sections 6, 7, 8(a), 9-11 and 21-32
For applications involving unregistered chemical products, please also complete sections 12-20.

6. Product and active constituent details 

Product name

Active constituent name

Active constituent concentration


7. General details

Proposed duration of permit
First date of proposed use
     

Annual timing of use (if applicable)
(ie. from Sep – Mar or ongoing throughout year)

     

Proposed permit duration (ie. 1, 2, 5, 10 years or ongoing)

     
Location of proposed minor use
	All States; or
ACT		NSW		NT		QLD		SA		
TAS		VIC		WA	
Specific locations (if applicable):
     


Persons to be covered by the permit:

	‘All persons’ (includes everyone – ie no restrictions)
	A specific group 
	One or more nominated individuals
Details of persons to be covered by the permit (if specific group or one or more nominated individuals is selected)
     
Estimated or proposed scale of use (area, tonnage, number of trees, number of animals, number of doses etc.)



8(a). Agricultural chemical products - Proposed use

Target crop or situation
     
If crop:
Is the crop grown in  field,  undercover (protected) or  both.
Target disease, pest or purpose (include common and scientific names)
Common Name
     

Scientific name
     
Application rate, spray volume and addition of wetters (or other proposed additives/mixtures)
Application rate (eg. 100mL or 100g product / 100L and/or 1L or 1kg / ha)
Spray volume
(eg. 500L/ha)
Addition of wetter
(eg. plus 200mL/100L – please specify wetter)

     
     
     

Timing of application/growth stage (eg. apply at budburst, blossom bloom etc.)
     

Maximum number of applications and interval between applications.
Maximum number of applications per crop, season or year (please specify)
Minimum re-treatment interval (days) between consecutive applications

     

     

Application method & equipment

Application method
(eg. foliar, drench, in-furrow, aerial)
Application equipment
(eg. knapsack, air-blast sprayer, boomspray)

     
     

Proposed withholding periods
(food and/or livestock feed crops only)
Harvest - number of days or weeks between last application and harvest
(or Nil)
Grazing & Cutting for Livestock
(or Nil)

     
     

Any special precautions/ critical use comments 
     

8(b). Veterinary chemical products - proposed use

Target animal
     
Target disease, pest or purpose (include common and scientific names)
Common Name
     

Scientific name
     
Dose rate
     
Timing and frequency of doses
     
Route of administration
     
Maximum number of doses per animal and minimum interval between doses

The equipment used to apply the product

Period between last dose and slaughter or milking of the animal, the collection of eggs, or the harvesting of wool or fibre, if relevant (withholding period)
     
Any special precautions/ critical use comments 
     
If the product is registered, the APVMA licence numbers(s) for the manufacturer(s) approved to manufacture the registered product.


9. Justification for the proposed minor or emergency use


	Please provide reasons as to how the proposed use qualifies as a minor or emergency use









Are any products currently registered or approved for the proposed use?  Yes   No 

If yes to (b), please provide justification for why the proposed use should be considered instead of the currently registered products








Has an application been made to register the product?

If YES to (c): 

	Please provide the reasons for why a permit is required before the application is determined








	Give the status of this and any other related applications that you have made to the APVMA.


Product/Application No
Product Name
Application Status










If NO to (c): Please provide the reasons as to why no application has been made







	If you are seeking an emergency permit in relation to a veterinary chemical product, have you sought support from the Chief Veterinary Officers, States, Animal Health Australia, and other Industry Peak Bodies 


Yes   No 

If yes, please attach the response. 

10. Required information for registered agricultural and veterinary chemical products

Rate and method of application/route of administration
Is the rate and method of application or route of administration similar to that already approved for the product? 
     Yes [go to i)]        No [go to ii]
	Please explain how including appropriate examples from the APVMA approved label for the product     



	Please explain how the proposed use will not pose unacceptable risks to operators/users and the environment. This may include the provision of supporting data and/or risk mitigation strategies.

     Explanation provided in accompanying dossier
     Scientific argument provided
     Other      

Efficacy and Safety

Are you aware of any local efficacy or crop safety trials/studies conducted:    Yes                     No

If Yes, who is person/organisation who conducted the study:

                                               

Is a report of the study available.     :    Yes (attached)                    No


Overseas registration

Are you aware if this use pattern is registered/authorised overseas:    Yes                     No

If yes, please name the country (or countries) and provide a copy of label and assessment report, if available.




Support from the holder of the registration

Have you spoken with the holder for support of this use        Yes                     No
Do they have any data that would support the application      Yes                     No

If yes, please attach their response.


11. Safety information for registered agricultural and veterinary chemical products

Target Animal/crop or situation
Is the product proposed for this use currently registered in the target animal/crop or situation on which the previously considered safety criteria can be based, through either extrapolation (agricultural chemical products), bridging and/or limited data (phytotoxicity or animal safety) which is being presented?
     Yes [go to i)]        No [go to ii]
	please explain in the area provided below how the existing registration in the target animal/crop or situation is relevant (ie. can be extrapolated) to the proposed use and will meet the safety criteria, including reference to any data which is being presented.


	Please provide supporting data or a valid scientific argument which demonstrates that the proposed use will meet the crop/animal safety criteria. Scientific arguments will be considered on their merits. Examples may include scientific arguments (ie. extrapolation) based upon the products registered use in related species and registration status in similar situations. Additionally relevant data from trials or published literature may be provided.

     Supporting data provided
     Scientific argument provided
     Other

Target Pest/Disease 
Is the product proposed for this use currently registered against the target pest/disease in another crop/situation for which efficacy is being based, through either extrapolation, bridging and/or limited bioequivalence data is being presented?
     Yes [go to i)]        No [go to ii]
	please explain in the area provided below how the existing registration in other commodities is relevant (ie. can be extrapolated) to the proposed use in demonstrating that equivalent efficacy will be achieved, including reference to any bridging or bioequivalence data which is being presented.



	Please provide supporting data or a valid scientific argument which demonstrates that the proposed use will be efficacious. Scientific arguments will be considered on their merits. Examples can include scientific arguments (ie. extrapolation) based upon the chemicals known activity (ie. Mode of Action) and registration status against similar pests/diseases. Additionally relevant data from trials or published literature may be provided.

     Supporting data provided
     Scientific argument provided
     Other
     
Food and feed residues and fate of produce
Indicate as appropriate:
	proposed use is NOT FOOD OR FEED PRODUCING

	proposed use IS FOOD OR FEED PRODUCING and produce will be supplied or otherwise made
available for consumption by humans or animals, and it is proposed:
	that the current MRL of       mg/kg in       (commodity) will not be exceeded when the product is used and reasons are attached to support the assessment of the application
	that an MRL be established for the commodities involved and residue data or a valid scientific argument based upon extrapolation from existing uses are attached to support the assessment of the application

	that the current exemption from the requirement of an MRL established in Table 5 of the MRL Standard is applicable to this application as      
	that a Table 5 exemption be established for the proposed use and residue data or a valid scientific argument is attached to support the assessment of the application


	proposed use IS FOOD OR FEED PRODUCING although produce will be disposed of in a manner that
will not result in consumption by humans or animals. Specify method of disposal:




Crop Residues – livestock feeding (agricultural chemical products only)
Is the raw commodity, or waste or by-products from processing, fed to livestock or sold for use as livestock feed?
OR is the commodity subject, or likely to be subject, to a Commodity Vendor Declaration (CVD) or By-Product Vendor Declaration (BVD)?       Yes                                      No
If yes, please provide details against each area listed below.
The portion of the commodity that is fed to livestock
     
Species of livestock consuming treated produce
     
Amounts which may be fed and proportion of diet
     
Details of the CVD or BVD applicable to the commodity
     

Export of produce
Is the commodity subject to export trade?       Yes                                      No
If yes, please provide details against each area listed below.
Quantity of produce exported (incl. $ value)
     
Countries of destination
     
Proposed mechanisms for ensuring the treated commodity will meet importing country MRL requirements
     


PLEASE COMPLETE SECTIONS 12-20 FOR UNREGISTERED PRODUCTS ONLY


12. Active constituent details 


Active constituent approval number (where applicable)

The name of the manufacturer of the active constituent

The address of the manufacturer of the active constituent












13. Formulation Details 
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  I provide full details below.
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   The manufacturer(s) will provide details to the APVMA separately.

Provide the full formulation details of the product. For details on required information, refer to Chemistry and manufacture data parts on the APVMA website. 

Formulation details submitted on this page must only be disclosed to: file_46.png
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   Applicant/Holder
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   Manufacturer/Formulator
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   Other


Constituent Name

CAS number
If applicable)
Constituent standard

Concentration

Purpose in formulation
(a) Active constituent(s)










(b) Other constituent(s)































Total weight/weight (solids, semi-solids) or weight/volume (liquids)

Specific gravity (SG) (liquids only)

Formulation type: (eg pour-on, tablet, powder, paste, aerosol, wettable powder, emulsifiable concentrate etc)

Does the product contain a genetically modified organism (GMO) or any product derived from a GMO?
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  Yes            file_54.png
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  No
Does the product contain imported ingredients of biological origin?
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  Yes            file_58.png
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  No 
If yes, is the Agriculture Biosecurity Import Permit or completed Agriculture Biosecurity Import Permit application form attached?
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  Yes            file_62.png
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  No 
Does the product/active constituent contain any material intentionally engineered to be < 100 nm in one or more dimensions?
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  Yes            file_66.png
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  No








14. Manufacturers Details

Note for veterinary products: - The manufacturers nominated must be licensed to manufacture the product for which this application applies. Include the name and street address of all facilities involved in any step of manufacture, including packaging and labelling, contractors and analytical laboratories where applicable. 
For overseas manufacturers, the name and address of manufacturer(s) shown on the evidence of GMP must correspond with the information provided in the manufacturer(s)' details section. Indicate the type of evidence provided by ticking the appropriate box below and include attachment where relevant.

Is the site an Australian or overseas site?
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  Australian           file_70.png
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  Overseas
Full name of company


ACN or overseas equivalent


APVMA licence number or overseas equivalent (not applicable for exempt or agricultural chemical products)

Street address



Steps of manufacture






Does this site perform release for supply?
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  Yes            file_74.png
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  No
If no, please provide the name, street address and licence number for the site





Category of licence for this product (veterinary products only)


Product type/dosage form for this product


Flow diagram showing involvement of different sites of manufacture of this product (optional)
Attached?
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  Yes            file_78.png
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  No            
Type of GMP evidence provided (for veterinary overseas sites only)
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	APVMA recognised certificate
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Audit report from Australian or overseas recognised authority
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	Other evidence (please specify):
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	Evidence previously submitted

Please provide the date submitted:







15. Overseas registration

Are you aware if this use pattern is registered overseas:    Yes                     No
If yes, please name the country (or countries) and provide a copy of label and assessment report, if available.



16. Support from manufacturers of the product in Australia

Have you spoken with the local manufacturer for support of this use   Yes                     No
Do they have any data that would support the application                    Yes                     No
If yes, please attach their response.
17. Unregistered product or unapproved active constituent importation details
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  a separate application for a consent to import has been lodged
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  a separate application for a consent to import will be lodged

18. Unregistered product supplier details

The supplier will be the:
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  Permit applicant
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  Other
Name of supplier


ACN details 


Address of supplier



19. Container and Net Content Details




Proposed net content(s)
Brief description of the packaging and closure material, including that which is in direct contact with the product


Method of label attachment









Provide details of product presentation (eg single glass bottle inside individual cardboard carton with enclosed leaflet).











20. Storage Stability Details


The proposed shelf life from the date of manufacture:
For veterinary chemical products and date controlled agricultural chemical products only.
Non-date controlled agricultural chemical products are expected to demonstrate acceptable storage stability of at least 2 years under normal conditions.


The proposed storage conditions: (eg below 30°, room temperature; normal conditions of humidity/light)

Have data to support the storage stability of the product been provided with this application?
If no stability data have been submitted, ensure that a suitable scientific argument has been provided in the chemistry section
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  Yes            file_98.png
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   No
For veterinary chemical products in multiple dose containers:
Has in-use stability data to support an in-use shelf life been provided with this application?
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  Yes            file_102.png
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   No


21. Executive Summary


Describe the purpose of the application. 




Briefly summarise the issues associated with the application.







22. Label details
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	I have completed the template for the label and attached it to this application.
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	A label is not relevant to my application.



23. Chemistry and Manufacture

Have you provided a separate Chemistry and Manufacture data package: file_108.png

file_109.wmf

  Yes           file_110.png

file_111.wmf

    No
 If no, provide justification as to why this data package has not been provided. 
:	







24. Toxicology

Have you provided a separate Toxicology data package:
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  Yes           file_114.png
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    No 
 If no, provide justification as to why this data package has not been provided.
:





25. Metabolism and Kinetics

Have you provided a separate Metabolism and Kinetics data package: file_116.png
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  Yes           file_118.png

file_119.wmf

    No
 If no, provide justification as to why this data package has not been provided:
:




26. Residues and Trade Considerations

Have you provided a separate Residues and Trade data package:
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  Yes           file_122.png
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    No
 If no, provide justification as to why this data package has not been provided.
:






27. Work Health and Safety

Have you provided a separate Work Health and Safety data package:
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  Yes           file_126.png
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    No
 If no, provide justification as to why this data package has not been provided:






28. Environmental Safety

Have you provided a separate Environmental Safety data package:
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  Yes           file_130.png
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    No
 If no, provide justification as to why this data package has not been provided:







29. Target Animal/Crop Safety

Have you provided a separate Target Animal/Crop Safety data package:
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  Yes           file_134.png
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    No
 If no, provide justification as to why this data package has not been provided:







30. Efficacy

Have you provided a separate Efficacy data package:    file_136.png
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  Yes           file_138.png
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    No
If no, provide justification as to why this data package has not been provided:






31. Other Trade Aspects

Have you provided a separate non-food trade data package: file_140.png
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  Yes           file_142.png
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    No
 If no, provide justification as to why this data package has not been provided.:







32. Special Data

Have you provided a separate special data package, relating to antibiotic resistance or genetically-modified organisms:
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  Yes           file_146.png
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    No   

If no, provide justification as to why this data package has not been provided:

